
PATTERN FOR A COPY OF A BOLIVIAN DOLL-BAG 

Materials: 
Yarns: 
Paternayan Persian Yarn (old color numbers) (3 ply) These colors may not still be available under these numbers. 
The company has changed hands and is reformulating some of their colors so I cannot guarantee the color availability. 

Yarn is separated and knit as a single strand so one yard of the Persian yarn yields 3 yards of yarn in the actual 
knitting 

A---#465- off white: approx .. 24 yds 
B---#930-dark red :approx .. 14 yds 
C---#969-red: approx. 9 yds 
D---#904-pink: approx .. 6 yds 
E---#932-peach: approx. 6 yds 
F---#561-lavender: approx .. 5 yds 
G---#331-purple: approx..4 yds 

H---#501-light navy: approx..10 yds 
1---#569-dark navy: approx. 6 yds 
J---#532-turquoise: approx.:4 yds 
K---#574-aqua: approx.. 3 yds 
L---#692-yellow green: approx .. 2 yds 
M---#702 - golden yellow: approx.. 7 yds 
N---#220-black: approx.. 5 yds 

Please note: I have indicated the estimated amounts of each yarn color you will need .. Depending on where you 
purchase the yarn it might be available in short 2-4 yard pieces or in small 8 yard hanks. Even though you do not 
need the 8 yards for many of the colors it is preferable to purchase the hanks since there will be less piecing of the 
yarn as you knit especially the colors that use more than about 6 yards. 

1 set of 5 double pointed needles size 1 
Several stitch holders or large safety pins for holding stitches 
Size #1 or 2 crochet hook 

Gauge: Approximately 9 sts= 1" and about 11 rows= 1" (The gauge varies over the surface of the bag/ doll- this is an 
overall average) 
Crochet hook gauge should be about 7 sts =1" with a full strand of the yarn 
Notes: 

Read each graph from the bottom to the top then move to the next graph down the page 

Black dots on the graphs: Indicate where there are no stitches. When you come to them you disregard each dot and 
proceed to the next stitch. At the end of a column of black dots you increase one stitch as it's indicated in the graph by 
the colored square. 

Black triangles on the graphs: Indicate also where there are no stitches. When you come to the start of a column of 
triangles you decrease that stitch since it is no longer depicted by a colored square. (There is no longer a stitch in that 
column). 

The proper colors to use for each section are indicated at the side of each graph section. Try to work in the ends of 
yarns as you go weaving them in on the back, if possible. 

In the sections with only 2 colors the inactive yarn is stranded along the back of the piece only being caught 
occasionally where the float is long. Where there are more than 2 colors, in sections 6A and 68 especially, the colors, 
if they are repeated across the row, are often carried as well and caught in the knit rows from the inside. If they are 
only used in a short section they are discontinued and the ends secured in the subsequent knitting. When colors are 
broken off leave a short tail to be woven in at all times. 

It is important to occasionally check to see that you have the correct number of stitches in a given row. It is possible 
to correct some totals with random increases or decreases if necessary but it is better to keep to the chart suggestions 
if you can. 
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